FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
EasilyDo Email App Expands to Business Users with Support for Microsoft Exchange
Fast, Simple and Secure Email with an Assistant Built in to Organize Your Travel and Receipts,
One-Click Unsubscribe from Junk, and More
November 30, 2016 -- Mountain View, CA -- EasilyDo, the artificial intelligence (AI) company
that helps people save time and get things done, today announced that its free Email app for
iPhone and iPad is now available for use with Microsoft Exchange: http://apple.co/2fXIAo6. Mail
the way it should be–fast, simple, and secure. The Email app also works with major mail
accounts, including: Gmail, Yahoo! Mail, iCloud Mail, Hotmail, Outlook Mail, Office 365, and
IMAP.
Designed with an intelligent assistant, Email simplifies how you find information across all of
your mail accounts. With just a few taps, access only what you need at a glance and share
contacts, travel itineraries, event tickets, restaurant reservations, bills and receipts. Email offers
consumers the fastest way to unsubscribe in just one click from mail they do not want to
receive, and is the only app of its kind that blocks read receipts from senders to preserve user
privacy. The app showcases its AI prowess with Signature Assistant, a feature ideal for
business users due to its unique ability to discover and extract HTML signatures directly from
recently sent mail.
Higher efficiency mail practices are needed now more than ever before. The cost of a missed
email can be more than just feelings of frustration--it can equate to real dollars lost. Recent
research shows that the average number of business-related emails sent and received is set to
rise from 121 per day now to at least 140 per day by 2018. By the end of 2019, the number of
worldwide email accounts is expected to increase to over 5.2 billion.
“Business users love the assistant built into Email just as much as our lifestyle users do, so
adding support for Microsoft Exchange is a natural next step for our app to serve them even
better,” said Mikael Berner, CEO at EasilyDo.
Since launching earlier this year, EasilyDo’s Email app has already amassed more daily users
than the popular cloud-based collaboration tool Slack did in its initial seven month entry to
market.
Key Features of EasilyDo’s Email App for iPhone and iPad include:
●
Unsubscribe from junk mail - Manage mail subscriptions in one place, with one tap.
●
Undo sent mail – No regrets. Take mail back even after it’s sent.
●
iMessage from your inbox - Send photos, attachments, and emails in just one tap.
●
Quick search for mobile mail - Filter information by contact or keywords.
●
Organized travel with real-time alerts - Flights, hotels, and more in one place!
●
Package tracking and alerts - Manage your shipments at a glance.
●
Custom snooze messages - Take care of messages when you want to.

●
Detect read receipts – Stay private by blocking read receipts from being sent back a
sender.
●
Automatically detect signatures - Discover and extract HTML signatures from recently
sent emails.
Download images here.
###
About Email by EasilyDo
Email for iOS was created by EasilyDo, an artificial intelligence company with a mission to
transform how people get things done by presenting the right information at the right time.
Founded in 2011 by Mikael Berner, former CEO of BeVocal, and Hetal Pandya, former Director
at Nuance. Headquartered in Mountain View, CA, EasilyDo is backed by Mayfield and USVP.
For more information, please visit www.easilydo.com or www.easilydomail.com. Follow us on
Twitter & Instagram @EasilyDo.
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